Computational modeling of information exchange over social media is important for understanding coordination in online environments. Many contagion dynamics models that have been used to model Twitter, Facebook, and blog information transmission are polynomial-time computable, and hence can be efficiently simulated on networked populations. Game-theoretic models of collective action (i.e., coordination problems that require common knowledge among agents), however, have dynamics that are controlled in part by specific network structures such as cliques and bicliques. Contagion dynamics with these models cannot be efficiently computed because finding all bicliques in a graph, for example, is an NP-hard problem. We investigate a recent model of common knowledge dynamics that represents information spread on Facebook-in which the biclique is the characterizing structure-and convert the model into an efficiently computable one by using an approximation. We demonstrate this through experiments on seven different graphs for a total of 168 sets of conditions, including a 4-order of magnitude span in dynamics parameter values. Our approach speeds computations in two ways: (i) it obviates the need to find all bicliques in a social network, which is a very timeconsuming task (computations can take 30 to 120 hours or more of wall clock time), and (ii) it reduces the time of simulation computations, in some cases by well over an order of magnitude. Our method also enables evaluation of much larger networks that are being mined from social media.
INTRODUCTION

Background, Motivation, Related Work
Computational modeling of information exchange over social media is important for understanding online coordination. The existing models that study information diffusion on (online) social networks of agents (vertices) mainly focus on 2-state contagion dynamics, where state 0 (resp., 1) means an agent does not (resp., does) possess a contagion. Some examples of contagions are information, rumors [12] , fear [7] , and social unrest [8] . A small sample of these models includes threshold models [9, 4, 23] , independent cascade and linear threshold models [13] , stochastic models [18] , and others [12, 19] to model information spread on Twitter [18, 17, 8] , Facebook [20] , and blogs [10] . Another class of models is SIR-(susceptible-infectious-recovered) and SIS-based models, including multi-contagion variants that have been used for generalized contagions [6] and web browser use [3] . All of these models are pure influence models in the sense that an agent in state 0 changes to state 1 based on the number, θ, of its neighbors that are already in state 1 (θ is an agent's threshold ). Moreover, the models are efficiently computable so that simulations of contagion spread using these models can be performed in polynomial time; e.g., [15] .
Another class of contagion studies is based on dynamic game-theoretic models of collective action (e.g., Chwe [5] , Korkmaz et al. [14] ). These are coordination problems, in which each agent makes a decision, with the potential to achieve mutual benefits only if her decision is consistent with those of others. Based on these models, agents in state 0 may change state simultaneously when none of them are currently in state 1. This collective behavior requires that not only agents know about each other (e.g., their thresholds) but also this information is common knowledge (CK). The contagion dynamics in these models depend on specific network structures such as cliques [5] .
In this paper, we focus on the model proposed in [14] , herein called CKF, for collective action through C ommon K nowledge on F acebook. Among other mechanisms, it models the unique aspect of Facebook communication where users can post information on their own or their friends' walls (or timelines). For example, if agent va posts a mes-sage on agent v b 's timeline, then v b 's friend vc can also read the post. Hence, this model captures friend-of-friend communication. (The relevant parts of the model are overviewed  in Section 2) .
It is demonstrated in [14] that the characterizing network structure for achieving CK among a set of agents in a communication network is the biclique (a complete bipartite graph). The problem is that computing all vertex-maximal bicliques in a network is an NP-hard problem [1] . An important practical result is that identifying all bicliques in a network using a serial code can take a wall clock time of 120 hours or more on high performance computing nodes (Intel Sandy Bridge processors), even for networks with a few tens of thousands of vertices. This is a required step for computing contagion dynamics on networks, meaning that computing network dynamics with the CKF model is NP-hard. The upshot is that contagion spreading can be studied only on relatively small networks, while graph-based data sets with a million vertices are becoming more common [17] .
In this paper, we present an approach that retains only one particular type of biclique, resulting in polynomial time computations for network dynamics and obviates the need for preprocessing computations of bicliques.
Contributions of This Work
First, our proposed solution is to utilize only those bicliques that form star subgraphs, which are efficiently computed, and use these as CK sets. Hence, we ignore a large number of bicliques in a network (as will be seen). Second, we identify a stylized class of networks, with particular structures, for which our approach does not perform well in computing contagion dynamics in the worst case. We also present data on bicliques illustrating that our approximation ignores hundreds of thousands of bicliques in some cases, so these CK sets are ignored in dynamics computations. The point is that it is not obvious a priori that our approach will be effective. Third, we provide simulation data for contagion dynamics on seven networks, ranging from mined social network data to stylized networks, demonstrating that our approximate approach yields very good results on practical networks. These networks have wide ranges in properties (e.g., the numbers of bicliques in graphs range over 5 orders of magnitude and thresholds for the study of dynamics range over 4 orders of magnitude, among other variables). Fourth, we demonstrate the time savings in computing bicliques (which can be over 100 hours) and in computing network contagion dynamics through simulation (where we demonstrate a speedup of a factor of 50 or 70 in some cases). Fifth, our approach provides a way to study larger networks in practice.
We emphasize that our focus here is primarily on social network structures, which are very often "heavy-tailed" in degree distribution. That is, social networks often have a smaller group of vertices with high connectivity, similar to those with scale-free or power law degree distributions.
CKF CONTAGION MODEL AND EXAM-PLE DYNAMICS
The model of common knowledge on Facebook (CKF) considers agents who have private information about their information triple (IDi, xi, θi). Here, IDi ∈ N is the identifier, xi ∈ {0, 1} is the state, and θi ∈ N is the threshold of agent vi. The interaction between the agents is represented by a communication network in which a link between two agents means that they share their ID's, states and thresholds on each others' wall/timeline. This information is also observable by friends-of-friends. Agents who are connected such that they form a biclique (additional edges may be present among agents and have no effect) know their own information triple (IDi, xi, θi), and those of every other agent in the biclique. Further, each agent vi knows that the other agents know vi's triple, and so on [14] . This is the common knowledge, which facilitates coordination among agents, producing collective state changes and contagion spread [14, 21] .
We address the computation of contagion spread that is governed by biclique subgraphs in networks, because this is the network structure that gives rise to common knowledge [14] . Three K4,4-bicliques with different threshold assignments (listed next to the vertices) are given in Figure 1 to illustrate contagion dynamics. Each of these networks represents a set of 8 agents (vertices) who share common knowledge of ID's, states, and thresholds. That is, each ver-
] is the set of vertices in a K4,4 biclique. We assume that all vertices vj in each example are originally in state 0; i.e., xj = 0 ∀vj, the inactive state. In the first (left) example, each vertex has threshold 8, meaning each vertex requires 8 vertices to be in state 1 (counting itself), in order to change to state 1. Since each vertex knows the states and thresholds of all other vertices in the biclique, and each vertex vj knows that all other vertices know that vj knows their states, and so, recursively, each vj reasons that all vertices have their threshold condition satisfied and will change to 1. Hence, all 8 vertices change state, even though none of the vertices were originally in state 1. This is how contagion can result from knowledge and coordination among vertices that share common knowledge.
The middle K4,4 of Figure 1 has the difference that now two vertices have thresholds θ < 8. Since there are 8 vertices sharing common knowledge, the same logic as above applies, and all 8 vertices will transition from state 0 to 1 simultaneously.
The last (right) K4,4 has one vertex with θ = 9; the remaining vertices have θ = 7. The vertex with θ = 9 will not change state to 1 because it requires a total of nine vertices, but there are only eight in this common knowledge set. However, the remaining seven vertices have θ = 7 and hence will transition to state 1, owing to common knowledge. Thus, this example shows that within a CK set, a subset of vertices may change state.
Another parameter in the model is the participation probability, pp, which is the probability that an agent will be online and participating in the contagion process at each time step. If an agent is not participating, it does not contribute to the contagion dynamics (so that its data triple is not used), but since the person's Facebook wall still exists, the node and its incident edges are still part of CK sets.
Note that the CKF model does not require seed nodes (initially assigned state 1) in order for contagion diffusion to take place, unlike many other models [9, 4, 23, 13, 18] (unless θ = 0 in these other models).
Bicliques play an important role in the dynamics of the model and they are the source of the computational issue. Hence we focus on this aspect of it. Other aspects of the model can be found in [14] .
RESULTS: APPROXIMATE COMMON KNOWLEDGE MODEL OF FACEBOOK
The CKF model is not efficiently implementable because it requires identification of all node-maximal bicliques (CK sets) in a graph, which is an NP-hard problem [1] . Here we propose an approach to make the model efficiently implementable by considering only those bicliques that are stars as an approximation to capture the dynamics of the CKF model. We are motivated here by social networks, which typically possess scale-free or exponential degree distributions, and hence there are nodes in these graphs with high degree and, consequently star-shaped bicliques with many nodes. However, the approximate model works with other network structures, as we show below. We use the following definitions throughout:
• Star biclique: A biclique in which one bipartite set has one vertex. Each node in the graph with n vertices is the center vertex of a star, and hence there are n stars.
• Non-star biclique: A biclique in which the size of each partite set is at least 2. These are node-maximal distinct bicliques. An example is K4,4 in Figure 1 .
First, we address the impact of computing all (both star and non-star) bicliques in a network. Then a toy network example is provided to illustrate that the proposed approximation can be poor in generating the same results as the full model, in the worst case. Next we provide evidence from structural analysis of the networks that indicates that our approach ignores many bicliques of appreciable size. Finally, we provide simulation data in comparing the full and approximate CKF models for a wide range of networks and structures, including over 4 orders of magnitude in thresholds, and 12 participation probabilities. These data illustrate that the approximate model, in fact, captures the dynamics of the full model very well. We also quantify the significant time savings that the approximate model provides.
Illustrations of Computational Impacts
Non-star bicliques were computed on several networks, some of which are used herein. Other networks (such as ca-hepth from the SNAP library [16] ) could not be used because enumerating non-star bicliques were stopped after 120 hours of compute time. Computing these bicliques on the Enron network of Table 1 required 62 hours using a serial algorithm. These computations were run on dual-socket Intel Sandy Bridge (Dell C6220) E5-2670 2.60GHz 8-core processors with 64GB 1600MHz DDR3 RAM.
An Example Illustrating Worst Case Performance of the Approximate Model
Consider the graph in Figure 2 , which is a collection of eight K4,4 subgraphs connected in a circle configuration. If all vertices have threshold 8, then since each K4,4-biclique has 8 vertices, the nodes in each biclique will change to state 1 in one time step. However, if instead only stars are considered as CK sets, then there will be no diffusion since the maximum sized star has 6 vertices. Hence, the approximate (star biclique) model can be arbitrarily poor in computing the number of nodes in state 1. We note that this example requires a particular structure (collections of subgraphs that are precisely bicliques with no additional edges) that is not often representative of social networks (as described above), and a particular threshold.
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Data Illustrating the Number of Bicliques
Ignored in the Approximate Model Table 1 contains the networks of this study, separated into real (i.e., mined) and scale-free (SF) stylized networks. FB is a Facebook user network [22] , AH is a school of youth interactions [11] , P2PG is a peer-to-peer network, and Enron is an Enron email network [16] . The remaining (SF) networks were generated by a standard preferential attachment method [2] . Table 1 : Characteristics of social networks analyzed. Here, n and m are the numbers of vertices and edges, respectively; dave and dmax are the average and maximum degrees; n bc is the number of non-star bicliques, and nCK is the number of distinct CK sets generated on these bicliques, respectively. The number of non-star bicliques, n bc , is greater than the number of distinct maximal CK sets based on the non-star bicliques, nCK . For example, ten vertices may form the following four non-star bicliques: K2,8, K3,7, K4,6, K5,5. In fact, there are 5 j=2 10 j = 627 distinct non-star bicliques on 10 vertices. However, each of these bicliques reduces to a single CK set that is composed of the same set of ten vertices.
We have nCK n for most of the networks, indicating that there are many more non-star bicliques than the number of star bicliques, n, in the graph. Hence the number of bicliques that we ignore in the approximate model is large. Next, we look at the sizes of these bicliques. Figure 3 shows how the frequencies of CK set sizes vary when generated from star and non-star bicliques. Hence, the full model utilizes all of these bicliques. In these plots, we observe that there are many non-star bicliques of large sizes, and hence it is not clear that ignoring these bicliques will preserve the contagion dynamics of the full model. In particular, note that in Figure 3(a) , there are 10 3 to 10 7 bicliques with sizes ranging from 10 to 70, which are being ignored in the approximate (star biclique) model. Similar observations are relevant for at least the Enron and FB networks of Figure 3 (b).
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Experimental Comparison Of Approximate and Full Common Knowledge Models of Facebook
We exercise the two models-the approximate (star biclique) model and the full model-for all of the networks in Table 1 . The only difference between the two models is the approximation by including only star bicliques in the approximate model, versus all bicliques in the full model; otherwise the models are identical. For each (model, network) pair, we run one simulation (each consisting of 50 runs of the contagion process) that contains each of the (θ, pp) pairs given in Table 2 , for a total of 168 sets of conditions. The pp values differ for θ l and θ h ; θ h was selected because it is the maximum threshold for which diffusion will occur in the full CKF model. In the subsequent plots, each curve represents the time-pointwise average of the contagion size over the 50 runs. The solid curves represent the full (original) model, where all CK sets from all bicliques (including stars) are utilized, and dashed curves represent the approximate model where only stars are used for CK sets. As we will see, the solid and dashed curves overlap on the plots, indicating very good agreement of results between the models. This is the case for all 168 sets of conditions; not only those plotted here. Table 1 . Each vertex is assigned the same threshold and same participation probability in a simulation.
Threshold
Participation Probabilities θ l = dave 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4 θ h = dmax + 1 0.99, 0.995, 0.997, 0.999, 0.9999, 1.0 spond to θ l = 9 and the latter two correspond to θ h = 224. For each of θ l and θ h , the different color curves in each plot correspond to different participation probabilities, per Table 2. The highest participation probability corresponds to gray and the mimimum one corresponds to blue, for each of θ l and θ h . Since the ordinate value on the Cum curve is the corresponding area under the Epi curve, one would expect the differences to be more gradually varying in the Cum curves. In fact, this is not the case: both sets of curves show excellent agreement between the two models, over all test parameter values for θ and pp. Although the Epi curves are harder to match between models and hence provide a better comparison (because they are the derivatives of the Cum curves), we show the Cum curves because they are easier to inspect visually; the Epi curves for the remaining networks show the excellent agreement indicated in Figure 4 . Figure 5 shows one set of Cum curves for each of four networks: Figure 5 The data for Enron (Figure 5(a) ) show a stair-step pattern for pp = 0.999. This is because the dynamics are very sensitive to pp for high thresholds. Because θ h = dmax + 1, all agents (vertices) of the subgraph centered at the vertex with degree dmax must be participating before vertices start to change to state 1. This is why the pp values for θ h are so large in Table 2 . Our preliminary analysis suggests that the star-only model is a good approximation for the full model because every vertex vi is part of at least di + 1 bicliques, where di is the degree of vi. That is, vi is a member of the CK sets that are produced from stars centered at vi itself and each of vi's distance-1 neighbors. It is nonetheless still surprising that the bicliques that are not stars do not alter the dynamics to some readily observable level.
Timing Data
The execution times were recorded for all runs of all simulations. For a specific set of conditions, a simulation of the full model takes time t f ull to complete the 50 diffusion instances. The corresponding time for the star-only biclique model is tstar. The ratio t f ull /tstar of compute times for the full model to the approximate model were compiled and averaged. Figure 6 shows these data for each of the datadriven networks. As the number of CK sets, nCK , increases, the ratio of computational time increases because these lists of bicliques must be traversed to determine whether vertices change state in the full model. The star-only biclique computations reduce simulation times from about a factor of 2 to a factor greater than 70. This is on top of the time savings achieved by not having to compute all bicliques, which can be over 100 hours of wall clock time. Enron FB AH P2PG Figure 6 : The average ratio of t f ull /tstar for each of the four real networks. These data illustrate that the simulations-not counting the time to compute bicliques-with all bicliques (full model) take much longer than those that utilize star-only bicliques. Hence, the approximate model saves on computation time in addition to the time to identify bicliques.
CONCLUSIONS
Modeling and simulation of information spread on social networks enables understanding of the dynamics of coordination and collective action in online environments. Generating results in a timely fashion, in turn, requires computationally efficient implementations of model dynamics. We focus on a unique CKF model of Facebook interaction through timelines. In this model, the biclique network structure characterizes CK [14] , but identifying all node-maximal bicliques-which is required for CKF contagion dynamicsis an NP-hard problem [1] . We demonstrate through experiments that it can take 120 or more hours to compute all bicliques of a network, even for relatively small graphs of tens of thousands of vertices. We introduce an approximation into the model, which is to consider only bicliques that have star structures. This makes the simulation process computationally efficient. The results from the approximate and full CKF models are in a very good agreement, thus justifying the use of the approximate model. This obviates the need to compute all bicliques, and we show that it can also reduce the time to compute contagion dynamics in simulations by up to a factor of 70 in these experiments. These results are generated on seven networks with different n, m, dave, dmax, and different network structures, whose numbers of biclique-based CK sets range over 5 orders of magnitude, using thresholds θ that range over 4 orders of magnitude. Future work includes using mean square error or some variant of it to quantify differences between the full and approximate model results.
